CREATIVITY AND SPECIALITY LANGUAGE IN THE CONTEXT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF KEY COMPETENCES
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Abstract. The article gives an overview of the classification of key competences, discusses their importance for the development of every aspect of personality capable of competing in the labour market and able to adapt to the changing working conditions and situations. The article presents a survey carried out at Vilnius Gediminas Technical University and Vilnius College of Technologies and Design, the purpose of which was to find out the importance of key competences to Vilnius Gediminas Technical University and Vilnius College of Technologies and Design students, as well as to examine which key competences can be best developed during speciality language lectures. It provides examples of practical tasks and recommendations that help to achieve better results of key competences development when teaching speciality language.

Nowadays a lot of attention is devoted to creativity. It is often defined as one the most important key competences. The article discusses the concept of creativity and aspects of its development during speciality language lectures.
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Introduction

Why have key competences become so relevant in recent decades and are described as the competences of the 21st century? (Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012).

According to Laužackas (2005), successful participation of tertiary education graduates in the labour market depends not only on special skills or competences, but also on key skills or competences, therefore key competences are becoming as important as subject knowledge and skills. As the labour market relies more and more on higher qualification and key competences, higher education must ensure that students acquire knowledge, skills and competences that they will need in their professional activities (kokybe.viko.lt, 2017), i.e. competences to work in a new environment, to promote continuous improvement, the ability to communicate and cooperate with professionals in different areas, to solve problems when organizing activities and to foster other key competences, to create a culture of continuous (and not one-time) learning, which encourages students and graduates to attempt and be able to continue learning in a changing and information-loaded environment (Glosienė, 2006). According to Grincevičienė (2010), when faced with educational reality, the educational process development model constructed by strategists acquired a new quality.

Nowadays a lot of attention is devoted to the development of creativity, and its concept has become much wider. Creativity is now understood not only as an individual process, but also as a well-defined and well-structured collective process. Creativity can manifest itself not only in the artistic field, but also in all other areas of activity (Černievičiūtė & Strazdas, 2014). Dapkus (2006) defines creativity as the ability of people or groups of people to create something new by using the power of imagination. It is the ability to create and think independently, quickly orient oneself in a problematic situation and easily find non-standard and non-stereotypical solutions. Kačerauskas (2014) underlines that creativity is a distinctive feature of current times which makes our society different from any other communities of the past.

The objective of speciality language teaching is not only to teach correct speciality-related terms, to develop public speaking skills and to promote responsibility for one’s native tongue, its preservation and fostering, but also to develop key competences of students.
The aim of the article is to ascertain the importance of key competences for students of Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU) and Vilnius College of Technologies and Design (VCTD), to examine to which key competences speciality language lectures contribute the most and to discuss factors stimulating creativity when teaching this subject.

Objectives:
1. To explain the concept of key competences and provide an overview of their classification.
2. To show the attitude of VGTU and VCTD students towards development of key competences during speciality language lectures.
3. To show the opinion of VGTU and VCTD students on the impact of correct language usage to professional success.
4. To provide examples of practical tasks and recommendations that can benefit the development of creativity and help achieve better results in the area of the development of key competences during speciality language lectures.
5. To determine the importance of creativity among the key competences based on the results of the survey.

Survey methods: literature review, questionnaire survey, data systematisation and summarisation.

1. Concept and classification of key competences

Various sources (Subotkevičienė, 2004; Europos Komisija, 2012; European Commission, 2017) use different terms to define key competences: key skills, basic and transversal competences. According to the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006 on Key Competences on Lifelong Learning” (EUR-Lex: Access to European Union Law, 2006) defines the following key competences:

1. Communication in the mother tongue.
2. Communication in foreign languages.
3. Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology.
4. Digital competence.
5. Learning to learn.
7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship competence.
8. Cultural awareness and expression competence.

Methodical recommendations by Jakubė and Juozaitis (2012) describe in detail which key competences are important for the Lithuanian higher education institutions. The authors based their opinion on the national project that was carried out in Lithuania in 2009–2012 “Development of the Concept of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) at the National Level: Harmonization of Credits and Implementation of the Learning Outcomes Based Study Programme Design”. When they developed and implemented the national concept of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation, the project experts followed the methodology of the project “Tuning Educational Structures in Europe”. The publication (Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012) defines creativity as the ability to generate new ideas.

The importance of the mother tongue is highlighted in the National Progress Strategy (Lietuvos Respublikos Seimas, 2012): it is proposed to consolidate the Lithuanian studies as the basis for humanistic education, encompassing training of generic cultural competences, development of a creative individual, and public education. It seeks to ensure the fundamentals of humanities education in all the Lithuanian higher education schools. Therefore, speciality language teachers play an important role in contributing to the development of a versatile personality. The Yerevan Communiqué (The Eurasian Humanities Institute, 2017) underlines that it is essential to recognize and support quality teaching, and to provide opportunities for enhancing the academics’ teaching competences. Both VGTU and VCTD organize training courses for teachers in order to familiarize them with objectives and possibilities of key competences development, as well as modern teaching methods that help to achieve those objectives in a faster and more efficient way.

On the basis of classifications derived from the above sources, the aim of this study was to find out students’ opinions about developing the following key competences:

1. Learning to learn competence.
2. Communication competence.
3. Personal development competence.
4. Social and civic competence.
5. Creativity competence.
6. Cultural awareness and expression competence.
7. Communication in the mother tongue competence.
2. Study on students’ attitude towards the development of key competences during speciality language lectures

A questionnaire survey was conducted in November 2016. There were 180 respondents: 90 4th year full-time students from the VGTU Faculty of Mechanics, from the study programs of Biomechanics, Production Engineering and Management, Innovative Production, Mechatronics and Robotics, Mechanical Engineering and Printing Engineering; and 90 full-time students from the VCTD Technical Faculty, from the study programs of Technical Maintenance of Automobiles (1st year students) and Automotive Electronics (2nd year students).

Figure 1 shows answers to the question “To which key competences speciality language lectures contribute the most?”

Both VGTU (42%) and VCTD (37%) students admit that communication competence is best developed during speciality language lectures. Such results correspond to the objectives of “Speciality Language Program” approved by the Commission of the Lithuanian Language on 12 June, 2014: the program is designed to improve the spoken and written speciality language in higher education institutions. Kirby and Zydziuaitė (1999) define communication competence as the ability to participate in a discussion, to speak, to write papers and use visual material, to read and express opinion about a written text. According to Fullan (2013), communication in a 21st century context refers not only to the ability to “communicate effectively, orally, in writing, and with a variety of digital tools” but also to “listening skills”. In order to develop this competence, contemporary teaching methods should be applied more actively, i.e. inclusive lectures, presentations, team work, creativity, discussions, etc. (see Grašienė & Petrėtienė, 2017).

VGTU students (18%) considered that the second most important competence is cultural awareness and expression, and VCTD students (23%) thought it was personal development. The Bucharest Communiqué (EHEA Ministerial Conference: Bucharest, 2012) emphasises that higher education should be an open process in which students develop intellectual independence and personal self- assuredness alongside disciplinary knowledge and skills. When studying and conducting surveys, students should acquire abilities to decisively evaluate situations and base their actions on critical thinking. The relevant literature (Kaffemanas, 2001; Ubartaitė-Vingienė, 2007) devotes particular attention to the importance of (self-) development of critical thinking. According to Penkauskienė (2016, p. 95), most people can be both creative and think critically, because they have characteristics, dispositions and abilities that are common to both types of thinkers (curiosity and openness to new experience, ability to work consistently and with concentration, courage to take risks and responsibilities, tolerance of uncertainty, openness to various opinions or attitudes, ability to analyse and reflect, etc.). According to Paul and Elder (2007), critical thinking helps to notice creativity, novelties, originality and needs creative ideas (see Penkauskienė, 2016). During speciality language lectures, students should be encouraged to take a more active interest in the subject material, for example, by engaging them in scientific activities (Petretienė & Makaravičius, 2012) and giving them a possibility to choose a speciality language related homework assignment (as a main or secondary assignment), thereby contributing to the development of creativity competence.

Jatkauskienė and Tolutienė (2012) draw attention to the fact that not only the acquisition of information and knowledge, but also their structuring and use is becoming an important learning objective. This is one of the steps towards improving the learning to learn competence. It is important that students make the most efficient use of possibilities provided by information and communication technologies for learning purposes. Nowadays there are many linguistic websites and online dictionaries (see Petrėtienė, 2016, pp. 18–22). The use of media also helps to develop creative personality. According to Kačerauskas (2014,
p. 40), media enables and initiates creativity by providing ideas for creative exchange. As regards new (digital) media, creation is understood as combination of elements provided by a database. This opens unlimited possibilities for creation, but at the same time constitutes a danger that one might succumb to the unifying taste of media and mass demand. Daujotytė (2009, p. 332) draws attention to the fact that today the variety of media is huge and still growing. More and more space is occupied by images and visual language. Without doubt, less information is transmitted by means of language. The author defines language as the oldest and the most important form of media, as the main provider of interpersonal communication. In the educational process, a fundamental role is played by the lecturer, a representative of a profession in which language is the main working tool. A good lecturer could well be described using the same set of qualities as a good orator: able to work creatively and think originally; hard working, continuously updating his or her knowledge; having inherent ability to influence, sensitive to others, receptive, observant; having good memory, able to improvise and speak without notes; energetic, communicative, social; ethical in all respects, etc. (Koženiauskienė, 2001, pp. 40–41). Creative lecturers who enjoy their work will undoubtedly be able to use modern media as a source of useful and easily accessible information and as a means of image transmission without overshadowing the main media – language.

Some speciality language tasks could require visiting libraries or museums (for example, the Museum of Energy and Technology and the Lithuanian Railway Museum (both in Vilnius) or other museums depending on the discipline studied). It would be useful to organize visits in order to hear from the authors themselves, for example, how important databases were created (Consultation and Term Banks, the Virtual Electronic Heritage System epaveldas.lt (Petreтиenė, 2012)). Following an overview of various dictionaries, it could be possible to organize an excursion to the museum of Marija and Jurgis Šlapeliai (Marija and Jurgis Šlapeliai House-Museum). Among other things, the educational program is aimed at familiarising with Jurgis Šlapelis’ Dictionary of Alien and Incomprehensible Words (in Lithuanian: Svetimų ir nesuprantamų žodžių žodynelis, 1907); visitors can also participate in various games that aim at explaining the meaning of loanwords provided in this dictionary, and they can also look into the meanings and definitions of words in question in contemporary dictionaries and learn how meanings of words changed over more than a century. According to Kačėrauskas (2014, p. 42), an environment that is conducive to the development of creative personality is an important driver of creativity. After their visit to the museum, students would find new ideas and are likely to become more critical about the question of substituting loanwords with their equivalents and to provide more constructive reasons for that substitution. Such visits would contribute to the development of cultural awareness and expression, creativity and personal competences.

The purpose of the second question in the questionnaire was to find out the students’ opinion on whether key competences developed during their studies would be important in the future, i.e. in their professional activities. Respondents were asked to answer the following question: Do you think a specialist who has acquired key competences will find it easier to pursue a career and adapt to the labour market? The majority of both VGTU (79%) and VCTD (80%) students responded positively (Figure 2).

The ability to communicate orally and in writing in the mother tongue was excluded from the list of competences to be investigated (Figure 1). Developing this competence is the main purpose of speciality language lectures. The “Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006 on Key Competences on Lifelong Learning” (EUR-Lex: Access to European Union Law, 2006) defines communication in the mother tongue as the ability to express and interpret concepts, thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, speaking, reading and writing), and to interact linguistically in an appropriate and creative way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts; in education and training, work, home and leisure. Langlotz (2015) draws attention, that “the creative potential of human minds is directly reflected in language structure and use. (…) in a broad sense, the fundamental human capacity to create regular, but new, linguistic patterns, such as new words, sentences, or texts, can be regarded as reflecting language-based creativity. Secondly, linguistic creativity can also be associated with more unconventional communicative products that are creatively produced through language”. It might be that the development of linguistic creativity to which speciality language lectures contribute determined positive replies to another question of the survey.

One of the objectives of the survey was to find out the students’ opinion about the impact of correct language usage on professional success. Respondents were asked to answer the following question: Do you think that correct usage of the Lithuanian language can increase your employment opportunities and is important for concluding business transactions or convincing a client to use services
of your company? Although the majority of the VGTU (82%) and VCTD (70%) students replied positively (Figure 3), some of them chose to provide additional explanatory arguments, such as: “Yes, however, professional knowledge is very important”, “Yes, however, professional competence and experience is of essential importance”, “No, personal qualities are more important”, “No, it is more important to be able to communicate”. Subject-matter competence, respect for your client, courtesy, responsiveness, personal qualities, etc. are particularly important factors in the process of communicating with customers and business partners.

Statistical data provided in Figure 4 (replies to the question Which topics of speciality language discipline would you prioritize?) show that VGTU students (47%) singled out public communication as the most important topic. As discussed earlier, VGTU and VCTD students are of the opinion that speciality language lectures provide the largest contribution to the development of communication competence. This need would be best addressed by public communication lectures. The smaller percentage of VCTD students who chose this topic could be explained by the possibility that some students think that they will “rather work with various types of equipment than communicate with people”. Preparation and delivery of public speeches, forms of preparation and ways of delivery would be best explained by familiarizing students with the main theoretical aspects on the basis on which students would prepare a speech. Topics of such a speech prepared in accordance with the requirements for public speaking could be, for example, speciality language or public speaking. The lecturer could choose to write down a list of the mistakes observed or discuss them after the lecture or during consultations with each student individually.

VCTD students (46%) gave priority to the topic of characteristics of scientific and professional language. According to Klimavičius (1980, p. 67), the motto of scientific and technical language is to name things precisely. It could be said that terminology is the basis of professional language, because professional language is speciality language supplemented in accordance with and adjusted to the needs of the relevant practical (professional) activity (Akelaitis et al., 2009, p. 20). Terminology knowledge acquired during speciality language lectures is also likely to be useful for professional activities. Developed (or self-developed) competences of learning to learn, creativity, personal development, etc., will stimulate further interest in this topic.

**Conclusions**

1. Developing key competences is necessary for the development of versatile personalities capable of competing in the labour market and adapting to constantly changing conditions.

2. The majority of VCTD students admit that speciality language lectures contribute best to the development of communication competence. Public communication lectures would probably contribute most to the development of this competence. This topic (public communication) was singled out as the most important by VGTU students. VCTD students gave priority to characteristics of scientific and professional language. When planning lectures and distributing hours, the students’ opinion should be taken into account in order to enhance the practical relevance of subjects taught. VGTU students considered that the second most important competence is cultural awareness and expression, and VCTD students thought it was personal development. For the development of those competences, it is important to make the best possible use of opportunities provided by information and communication technologies. It would also be useful to visit libraries, museums, organize meetings with authors of dictionaries and developers of important electronic databases, etc.

3. The results of the survey to find out the students’ opinion about the impact of correct language usage to professional success show that the majority of VGTU and VCTD students gave positive replies to this question; however, some respondents provided additional explanatory arguments emphasizing subject-matter competence, respect for your client, personal qualities, etc.

4. Contemporary teaching methods should be more actively used for the purpose of developing key competences. Those methods stimulate students’ interest in
the subject material, help to engage them in scientific activities, etc. From the broad range of methods available, the lecturer should choose those that are best suited to the level of preparedness and to the possibilities of a particular group of students.

5. Speciality language lectures should increase students' awareness of the concept of creativity, the understanding of which is much wider today. It is probable that students understand creativity in the narrow (traditional) sense of the word, i.e. as an individual process that materialises in an artistic dimension such as visual arts, performing arts or musical composition. Perhaps this could explain the relatively low percentage of students who chose the initiative and creativity competence.
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KŪRYBIŠKUMAS IR SPECIALYBĖS KALBA BENDRŲJŲ KOMPETENCIJŲ UGDYMO KONTEKSTE
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Santrauka

Straišspynė apžvelgiama bendrųjų kompetencijų klasifikacija, aptariami jų svarba siekiant išsugdyti išdairiapusią asmenybę, gebančią konkurruoti darbo rinkoje, pristatantį prie nuolat kintančių darbo sąlygų ir situacijų. Pristatomas Vilniaus
Gedimino technikos universitete ir Vilniaus technologijų ir
dizaino kolegijoje atliktas tyrimas, kuriuo siekta išsiaiškinti
bendrųjų kompetencijų svarbą šių aukščių mokyklų studentams,
iširti, kurių bendrąsias kompetencijas labiausiai pameda ugdys
specialybės kalbos paskaitos. Pateikiami praktinių užduočių
pavyzdžių, rekomendacijų, pudedančių įgyti geresnių bendrųjų
kompetencijų ugdymo rezultatų per specialybės kalbos paskaitas.

Šiuo metu daug dėmesio skiriama kūrybiškumui. Jis neretai
apibūdinamas kaip viena svarbiausių kompetencijų. Straipsnyje
aptariama kūrybiškumo samprata, jo ugdymo per specialybės
kalbos paskaitas aspektai.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: kūrybiškumas, bendrosios kompetencijos,
studijų kokybė, anketa, specialybė, studentai.